Taylor Wight
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Stephen Neis <Stephen.Neis@gov.ab.ca>
July 9, 2019 9:28 AM
Doodle Poll Glazier PAC Teleconference Meeting

Good Morning Everyone,
Please follow the link below to complete a Doodle poll for a conference all. On the call, we will be discussing the first
three recommendations from the ESDC (Red Seal) regarding the harmonization of the Glazier program.
The first recommendation will require little discussion as it involves agreement on a standard name for the trade across
Canada. The recommendation is “Glazier” which we already use in Alberta.
The second recommendation is to adopt three periods of training for the program. Currently, Alberta’s program
consists of four periods of training.
The third recommendation is to adopt a total number of training hours of 5400. Currently, Alberta’s program consists of
7200 hours of total training. This number includes both technical training hours and on-the-job training hours.
Our senior manager in charge of harmonization will be joining us on the conference call to answer questions and help
guide the discussion.
Please note that these are only recommendations and that the committee can decide to accept or not accept them
based on whether or not they feel it benefits the Glazier program in Alberta. I have booked three hours for this
conference call; however, I do not think it will take that long.
https://doodle.com/poll/w4iwpr5arzx9x7n5
As always, please feel free to contact me should you have any questions.
Steve
Stephen Neis
Manager – Industry Programs and Standards
Apprenticeship and Industry Training
Ministry of Advanced Education
780.887.9643
stephen.neis@gov.ab.ca
www.tradesecrets.alberta.ca
This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to
whom they are addressed. If you have received this email in error please notify the system manager. This message
contains confidential information and is intended only for the individual named. If you are not the named addressee you
should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail.
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Taylor Wight
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Brent Harder <brenth@ferguson.ca>
July 16, 2019 11:00 AM
Trevor Whyte
RE: PGAA Meeting

Trevor,
Technical Report update:
I have started the ball rolling with several others to see what interest we get from other provinces to support
updating CAN/CGSB 12.20.
We are planning on holding a national technical meeting in September to further discuss this.
There should be a report in Glass Canada Magazine regarding this and the CGA (probably August issue)
I don’t have much more to report at this time, so I probably will not attend tomorrow’s meeting.
Brent Harder, P.Eng., GSC
Ferguson Corporation
Direct Phone: (403) 287-4492

From: Trevor Whyte <trevor@griffinglass.ca>
Sent: July 16, 2019 10:14 AM
To: j.greenland@alumicor.com; Mei Whyte (mxwhyte@metroglass.ca) <mxwhyte@metroglass.ca>; Gary Porter
<gary.p@albertaglass.com>; Natasha Hillestad <natasha@griffinglass.ca>; Rick Makepeace
<rick@capitalcityfabrication.com>; ron@glassguild.com; Brent Harder <brenth@ferguson.ca>; brian.risbey@sait.ca;
gene.aquilini@sait.ca; taylor@laytonconsulting.com; Ross - All Glass Parts <ross@allglassparts.com>; Dwayne Stolz
(leyglass@shaw.ca) <leyglass@shaw.ca>; Brad Simpson <brad@beaconglass.com>; regan@agworx.ca;
kdacosta@capilanoglass.com; wolfgang.kron@cyrstalglass.ca
Subject: PGAA Meeting
Good morning all,
Please see Go To Meeting details below for tomorrow morning’s meeting. Please note the 8am start due to the 11am
bank meeting in Red Deer for signing authorities. Next meeting will be at the normal 9am start. I will send out the
agenda later today. I have not received any reports to date. Please get me these if applicable or if you want anything
included in tomorrows agenda.
Thanks all!

PGAA Meeting
Wed, Jul 17, 2019 8:00 AM - 10:30 AM MDT
Please join my meeting from your computer, tablet or smartphone.
https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/332611493
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You can also dial in using your phone.
Canada: +1 (647) 497-9391
Access Code: 332-611-493
New to GoToMeeting? Get the app now and be ready when your first meeting starts:
https://global.gotomeeting.com/install/332611493

Trevor Whyte – Vice-President, G.S.C.

1307 Hastings Cres. SE, Calgary, AB T2G 4C8
403.287.0835 (F) 403.243.3409 trevor@griffinglass.ca
Website www.griffinglass.ca

The information contained in this email, including any attachments, is confidential and may be privileged. It is intended only
for the person or entity to which it is addressed and no waiver is intended by sending this email. If the reader is not the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of, or taking any action
in reliance upon this information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error kindly notify the sender.

Please consider the environment before printing e-mails or attachments
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July 3rd, 2019

On behalf of the Alberta Chapter of the Canada Green Building Council, we invite you to support the green
building industry and position the sector for future economic opportunities.
The CaGBC has secured funding from Energy Efficiency Alberta to identify gaps in the knowledge and skills
base of the Alberta trades workforce, as it relates to constructing energy-efficient buildings. The information
gathered will be used to outline specific training needs to ensure the trades have the knowledge and skills
required to be successful now and in the future.
We invite all Alberta trades working in the construction or building industry to provide us with your insights by
taking part in this short survey. Please feel free to forward this to relevant contacts as well.
Thank you for your ongoing contribution to the Canada Green Building Council and your leadership in the
green building industry, we look forward to collaborating to accelerate sustainability in the built environment.
With my best regards,

Lisa Maria Fox, Regional Director
Canada Green Building Council® – Alberta Chapter
E: lfox@cagbc.org | T: 403-615-0125
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Alberta Chapter - Canada Green Building Council

cagbc.org

cbdca.org

Alberta Construction Association
Reaffirming Occupational Causation

July 2019

18004-107 Avenue NW
Edmonton, AB T5S 2J5
t:780.455.1122/f:451.2152
www.albertaconstruction.net
info@albertaconstruction.net

Issue:
The previous Government enacted a number of changes to the WCB Act that weakens the links of compensation
to occupational causation which in turn increases employers’ costs. This weakening is of particular concern in
relation to psychological injuries and the potential link to presumptive coverage.
Background:
a. The WCB Review and subsequent Bill 30 of the previous Government changes the WCB from a no-fault
insurance program designed to assist workers remain employable with their post-accident limitations to
a fault-based social program of employment irrespective of hardship to the employer. Taken together
these changes over time will dramatically increase employer administration and claims costs.
b. These changes include:
Review
Rec. 27 WCB examine the use of predominant
clause and its impact to ensure it does not create
an unreasonable threshold for eligibility (p.84)
Rec. 28 amend the Act to provide that where there
the disputed possibilities are evenly balanced on
an issue, the injured worker receives the benefit of
the doubt (p.85)
Rec. 29 amend the Act to establish an
Occupational Disease and Injury Advisory
Committee to advise on potential changes to
Schedule B (occupational diseases) of the WC
Regulation (p.86)
Rec. 30 amend the Act to enable the Appeals
Commission to take note of commonly-seen
linkages between certain injuries or illnesses and
certain types of employment (p.87)

Legislation / Policy
Policy 02-01 Part II Arises out of and Occurs in the
Course of Employment
Policy 03-01 Part II App. 6 Psychiatric or
Psychological Injury
17(4.1) If the evidence in support of the opposite
sides of an issue related to a claim for
compensation is approximately equal, the issue
shall be resolved in favour of the worker.
24.3 – establishes ODIAC whose purpose is to
propose recommendations to Minister respecting
amendments to Act or regulations relating to
occupational diseases
24(8) If the Appeals Commission is of the opinion
that a disease or condition may be linked to
employment in a particular industry or process or
linked to an activity carried out in a particular type
of employment, the Appeals Commission shall so
notify the Board and the Committee. (ODIAC)

____________________________________________________________________________________________
Serving Members of:

Rec. 31 amend the definition of first responder for
the purposes of presumptive coverage for PTSD to
include additional occupations (p.88)

24.2 (3) If a worker (a) is or has been exposed to a
traumatic event or events during the course of a
worker’s employment, and (b) is or has been
diagnosed with a psychological injury by a physician
or psychologist, the psychological injury shall be
presumed, unless the contrary is proven, to be an
injury that arose out of and occurred during the
course of the worker’s employment

c. Together these changes weaken the tests to link potential claims to occupational causes, institutionalize
the Appeals Commission to identify trends in appeals to the ODIAC, which in turn can recommend that
such claims become automatically classified as occupational-related. In the case of psychological
injuries, such claims may also move to presumptive if the physician or psychologist diagnoses PTSD.
d. The Fair Practices Office has recently advised the ITF Association (of which ACA is a member) that claims
involving routine performance management are in at least some cases being accepted by the WCB as
work-related claims for psychological injury.
e. ACA does not support any expansion of presumptive diseases. Implementation of presumptive diseases
coverage contradicts the fundamental tenets and responsibilities of the WCB to make decisions based on
evidence, policy, and a fair, impartial and transparent process.
f. With respect to mental health, a significant challenge is how to determine pre-existing non-occupational
condition versus a workplace injury. Further, interpersonal conflict with supervisors or coworkers can
pose as depression or anxiety, but are not in themselves reasons to certify workplace injury claims. The
WCB needs to be able to clearly define the incident time, date of occurrence and employee reporting of
the occurrence before randomly accepting a claim as a workplace incident. As with all other claims, there
has to be a clearly defined incident. Very clear parameters and clear and unequivocal cause/effect
relationships between work and the mental/emotional illness must continue to be shown. Mental health
diagnosis reveals little about the degree of impairment. The worker has an obligation to report the
incident and the facility has an obligation to provide the necessary care including reassigning the worker
to other duties to protect from an accumulative injury. Mental/cognitive/emotional illness MUST be
treated the same way. Non-work-related personal barriers should always be serviced by other
government and social services, not WCB.
g. Together the changes to WCB point to a worrying possibility that over time psychological claims will be
increasingly accepted as occupational-related, and ultimately some forms may be automatically
presumptive. WCB data following these changes is a cause for concern: claims for primary psychological
injuries have increased 25% per year for the past 5 years, and secondary psychological issues have
increased a t a rate of 16% per year (p. 48, 2018 WCB Annual Report). While lost time claims increased by
less than 7% from 2017 to 2018, total primary psychological injuries increased by 51.3% (774 in 2017 to
1171 in 2018; source: WCB correspondence to ITF).
Recommendations:
1. Rescind 24.3 and 24(8) and related sections.

Serving Members of:
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Alberta Construction Association

Reinstating the Cap on WCB Maximum Insurable Earnings

18004-107 Avenue NW
Edmonton, AB T5S 2J5
t:780.455.1122/f:451.2152
www.albertaconstruction.net
info@albertaconstruction.net

July 2019

Issue:
The previous Government removed the maximum insurable/compensable earnings cap of $98,700 per year.
Removing the cap dramatically increased the possibility of moral hazard. Moral hazard results in increased risk
and administrative red tape burden to industry due to the resources and time required for employers to
investigate and mitigate the possibility of excessive claims and the costs associated.
Background:
a. The WCB Review Panel concluded that “The current cap of $98,700 is not static. The actual amount of
the cap is adjusted over time so as to ensure the maximum insurable earnings level reflects the WCB
Board’s guidance that it covers 90% of workers. Our Panel is of the view that this is an appropriate level
for maximum insurable earnings.” (page 92)
b. Despite this conclusion, the previous Government removed the cap with the enactment of Bill 30 (WCB
Policy 04-01 Part II). Compensation for earnings loss remains at 90% of the worker’s net earnings (Policy
04-01 Part I) and is non-taxable.
c. As noted in (a), the previous cap provides full coverage for 90% of workers, and partial coverage for the
remaining 10% of workers. Member firms indicate that earnings above $98,700 per year typically are
earned by employees that are not employed in the field which therefore (a) face fewer risks than field
staff, and (b) are frequently covered by employer disability benefits programs. Hence employers’
premium costs have increased significantly with correspondingly limited financial benefit for their
employees.
d. The WCB Review’s actuarial assessment concluded that removing the cap on maximum insurable
earnings had at $17 million per year, the largest increase to employer premiums of the various benefit
changes recommended by the Review (page 186).
e. Moral hazard under insurance refers to the likelihood that the insured’s behavior changes in a manner
that increases the likelihood of a claim. Insurance deductibles are used to reduce moral hazard.
Removing the cap on maximum compensable earnings in effect reduces the “deductible” and incents
risky behavior. The removal of the maximum earnings cap therefore further undermines the principles of
WCB as an insurance program.
Recommendations:
1. Reinstate the cap at $98,700.
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Alberta Construction Association
18004-107 Avenue NW
Edmonton, AB T5S 2J5
t:780.455.1122/f:451.2152
www.albertaconstruction.net
info@albertaconstruction.net

Enhanced Compliance Initiative Adds Red Tape at Employers’ Expense

July 2019

Issue:
The previous Government introduced the Enhanced Compliance Initiative which subjects employers to
increased red tape by duplicating existing compliance mechanisms.
Background:
a. Effective September 20, 2018, the Enhanced Compliance initiative authorizes delegated OHS officers to
expand their authority to review, report, and enforce specific sections of the Apprenticeship and Industry
Training Act on jobsites in Alberta.
b. This duplicates existing compliance efforts undertaken by Alberta Apprenticeship and imposes additional
red tape burden on Alberta employers.
c. “The cost to deliver the Occupational Health and Safety program is entirely offset by revenue received
from the Workers Compensation Board” (p. 81, 2018-2019 Annual Report, Alberta Labour), that is, the
Alberta Ministry of Labour recovers the cost of OHS officers from employers through an allocation of a
portion of employers WCB premiums. The amount of this allocation has increased in recent years (from
$ 44 million for budget 2015-2016 to $59 million for budget 2019-2020), imposing an additional cost on
employers. Through its requests to increase this allocation, OHS is acknowledging that resources are
insufficient for OHS compliance activities, yet OHS has assigned its officers non-OHS responsibilities at
employers’ expense through the Enhanced Compliance initiative.
Recommendations:
1. Terminate the Enhanced Compliance Initiative.
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Alberta Construction Association

Joint Worksite Committees increase red tape not safety

18004-107 Avenue NW
Edmonton, AB T5S 2J5
t:780.455.1122/f:451.2152
www.albertaconstruction.net
info@albertaconstruction.net

June 2019

Issue:
Joint worksite health and safety committees (JHSC) divert scarce resources that employers could use to improve
worksite safety.
Background:
a. In keeping with ACA’s Policy on Regulatory Best Practices, the requirement for JHSC needs to be
substantiated by evidence of safety improvement, otherwise scarce resources that could be better used
to improve safety have the risk of simply adding administrative burden.
b. The commercial and institutional construction industry and its projects are too dynamic and fluid to
make a defined composition of worker reps to management reps meaningful or practical, compounded
by selection through a voting process. This industry and its projects have too rapidly a changing
workforce which distracts employers and the workforce from real progress in safety as valuable time is
waste meeting bureaucratic quotas of member voting and participation. Specified requirements, such as
these, appear to be based on an antiquated concept that there exists management / workforce strife in
every workplace. This concept is not based on evidence. The consequence is that employers focus on a
compliance program, rather than developing world-class safety. For example, failure to have a JHSC
established on site (low risk) should not have the same weight as a worker working at heights not tied off
(high risk). The emphasis on a compliance approach creates further administrative challenges as the
calculation of number of workers as full time and part time are not defined, nor is the number of
employed and self- employed working on a site clear on a daily basis. The formation of a JHSC does not
create best in class safety processes but often creates bureaucracy.
c. Owner is mentioned throughout Act, but is the owner mandated to participate? Owners need to be
involved eg Building design does not include tie-off points.
d. Rules of procedure are not clearly explained or consistently interpreted.
e. Unclear training requirements except for online training. However, there are challenges in providing
CCOHS online training in remote areas. What is acceptable for internal training? Mandatory annual
training of 16 hours is excessive, and not based on evidence. If all sites require JHSC and only one
manager on site, each site will have a minimum cost of $800, which could lead to $25,000 in annual
training costs company wide.
f. How are subcontractors who have scopes that require demobilization and remobilization and are not on
site for 90 days straight managed? Duplication across subcontractor and prime contractor committees.
g. The expertise required, including how management systems work, for investigation responsibilities are
beyond the knowledge and experience that might be expected of workforce committee members. This
challenge is compounded by the requirement to be voted in, which risks representation by popularity

____________________________________________________________________________________________
Serving Members of:

rather than competence. If so, the ultimate aim of investigations to develop appropriate corrective
actions that prevent future recurrence is diminished.
h. Members indicate JHSC burden – 10-30% of training budget, 5-20% of onsite safety costs and up to 3%
increase to total project costs. Annual compliance costs including training could be as high as $100,000
per year per employer. This could rise to $250,000 per year if including the costs of time to attend
meetings, inspections, etc.
Recommendations:
1. Eliminate the requirement for JHSC.
2. If #1 infeasible, work with industry to simplify and clarify the rules regarding establishment of JHSC on
worksites (ie. Increase the employee threshold from 20 to 50; A single worksite committee under the Prime
contractor; competent and engaged reps appointed by employers not voted by employees; training
requirements simplified – maximum of 4 hours with retraining required every 3 years)
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Alberta Construction Association

WCB Return to Work Obligation Duplicates Human Rights

18004-107 Avenue NW
Edmonton, AB T5S 2J5
t:780.455.1122/f:451.2152
www.albertaconstruction.net
info@albertaconstruction.net

June 2019

Issue:
WCB return to work obligation makes employers subject to 2 separate obligations and disadvantages uninjured
workers.
Background:
a. Bill 30 introduced Part 5.1, section 88.1: Obligation to Reinstate Worker and section 88.2 Continuation of
employment benefits. These additions were made despite an acknowledgment in the WCB Review that
nearly 94% of injured workers return to their date-of-accident employer (WCB Review, page 70). Section
7 of the Alberta Human Rights Act already provides this protection as “(1) No employer shall (a) refuse to
continue to employ, or (b) discriminate against any person with regard to employment or any term or
condition of employment, because of physical disability”. Under 7(3), (1) does not apply with a
refusal…based on a bona fide occupational requirement”.
b. Introduction of Part 5.1 changes the WCB from a no-fault insurance program designed to assist workers
remain employable with their post-accident limitations to a fault-based social program of employment
irrespective of hardship to the employer.
c. 40% of construction employees work for firms of 20 employees or less, rising to 76% in firms of 100
employees or less. The vast majority of construction firms are small businesses that operate project to
project, often in remote locations. They do not have sufficient resources to create an occupation to
accommodate a worker. 88.2(8) for the purpose of determining a workers entitlement to an
employment benefit under which the worker is deemed to continue to be employed for one year after
the date of the accident also discriminates against uninjured workers for which no such guarantee exists
in construction’s project based work. 88.1 and 88.2 reduce employer funds to keep their existing
uninjured workforce employed.
d. Adding a less productive position at the expense of a productive position in a 20 employee shop reduces
gross revenue by as much as 5%. Many construction firms operate with margins of less than 5%.
e. These small businesses also lack the administrative support to work through 2 separate statutory
obligations.
Recommendations:
1. Eliminate Part 5.1 of the WCB Act.
2. If #1 infeasible, exempt construction employers with less than 100 employees under 88.1(2)(e).
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Alberta Construction Association

WCB TTD Benefits in Case of Termination for Cause Undermines
Employee Responsibility for Safety June 2019

18004-107 Avenue NW
Edmonton, AB T5S 2J5
t:780.455.1122/f:451.2152
www.albertaconstruction.net
info@albertaconstruction.net

Issue:
WCB’s payment of Total Temporary Disability benefits for workers terminated for cause undermines legislative
direction that worker’s share responsibility for safety.
Background:
a. Bill 30 introduced section 56(14) which states: “if the worker is subsequently terminated or the work is
withdrawn by the employer, the Board shall pay compensation for temporary total disability until the
Board determines the worker is capable of other suitable employment.”
b. The previous Government introduced this change despite recommendation 24 from the WCB Review
Panel (page 75) that: “The WCB, meanwhile, needs the authority to adjust a worker’s benefits if they are
terminated while on a return to work program. To the extent necessary, the Workers’ Compensation Act
should be amended to enable the WCB to look at all relevant facts, determine whether a worker was
terminated for egregious conduct, and adjust the worker’s benefits accordingly.”
c. Prior to the change to the Act, with no change in the wording of the relevant policy, the WCB informed
employers in 2013 that the WCB adjudication would not be affected by employment relations, in effect,
extending the no-fault principle to situations where workers on modified duties had been terminated for
cause. The Appeals Commission subsequently overturned the WCB’s decision to provide benefits in a
number of appeals. ACA doubts that Justice Meredith considered modified duties over one hundred
years ago as he formulated the principles of workers compensation. A thorough analysis is contained in
the attachment prepared by McLennan Ross.
d. Workers continue to have the right to pursue unjust termination through Human Rights legislation, and
WCB benefits can be reinstated should Human Rights find the termination was without cause.
e. ACA believes there are significant unintended consequences should WCB benefits continue where
employee behavior such as unsafe behavior, theft or violence results in termination for cause.
f. OHS legislation enshrines the principle of internal responsibility, ie. All parties share a responsibility to
ensure workplace safety. Section 56(14) contradicts the direction from the legislature enshrined in the
OHS Act.
Recommendations:
1. Rescind 56(14) of the WCB Act.
2. Clarify in Act that where the employee has removed themselves from the course of employment by
termination for cause, TTD benefits will not be paid.
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